GENERAL CARE & CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

Tips and tricks for keeping your Zuo collection furniture looking fabulous year round.

**Fabric cleaning**: For light cleaning use a damp cloth with a mild fabric cleaner, such as a clothing detergent for delicate. For tougher stains optional professional steam cleaning is suggested.

**Leather**: Simply start by wiping down surfaces with a DRY soft cloth. Or any standard leather cleaner will work.

**Vinyl or Leatherette Fabrics**: Use a damp cloth or any non-commercial vinyl cleaner works best.

**Mesh Seats & Backs**: Simply start by wiping down surfaces with a DRY soft cloth. Use a damp cloth with a mild soap, such as fabric cleaner. DO NOT use harsh or cleaning agents with bleach.

**Wood**: Simply start by wiping down surfaces with a DRY soft cloth. For harder to remove dirt use a mild soap and water or any standard wood cleaner or wood preserver will also work fine.

**MDF & Wood Veneers**: Simply start by wiping down surfaces with a DRY soft cloth. For tougher dirt use a mild soap and water or any standard wood cleaner will work fine.

**Powder Epoxy Coated or Chromed Steel Finishes**: Simply start by wiping down surfaces with a DRY soft cloth. For tougher stains use a mild degreaser, such as citrus degreaser then wipe with DRY cloth.

**Aluminum Metal Finish**: Simply start by wiping down surfaces with a DRY soft cloth. For tougher stubborn dirt use warm water and a non-abrasive household cleaner.

**Glass**: All of our tempered glass products, are best cleaned with a non-commercial glass cleaner. Try not to spray any non-glass surfaces.
**Vive Outdoor Sunproof Fabrics:** Acrylic Dyed Solution Materials

**Hand washing:** Start by removing the cover from the outdoor cushion and hand wash with ¼ cup mild soap per gallon of water. Using a sponge or soft bristle brush to lightly agitate stain. Rinse thoroughly allowing fabric to air dry. Slip on cushion when near fully dry for easy reapplication.

**Machine washing:** First remove the cover and close any zippers. Use COLD water wash with a mild laundry detergent. Remove from wash and allow to fabric to air dry. Slip on cushion when near fully dry for easy reapplication.

**Remember it is always better to clean the entire cover/ surface or fabric to avoid water rings and stains.**

**Vive Outdoor Polypropylene Weave:** All our poly-weave products need to be cleaned and washed when left outside exposed to elements. Simply start by wiping down with a damp cloth or warm water. For tougher dirt use warm water and a non-abrasive household cleaner.

**Vive Outdoor Textilene Weave:** All our Textilene woven products need to be cleaned and washed when left outside exposed to elements.

**Vive Outdoor Teak Wood:** In order to protect and keep the natural honey color of our Teak products; you must apply a teak oil to protect this golden color 2-3 times a year depending on your climate. The dryer your climate the more teak oil care and maintenance you will need. Otherwise the Teak will turn grey overtime exposed to the UV rays.

**Vive Outdoor Acacia Wood:** Our Son/ Elite/ Ford collection for Vive Outdoor dining features Acacia wood, which has a light espresso wash. Mild soap or water or wipe clean with damp cloth. This stain will lighten to a soft grey overtime when exposed to the UV rays.

**Vive Outdoor Faux Concrete:** Our Son/ Elite/ Ford Faux Concrete collection for outdoor dining comes with cleaning and care instructions. Mild soap and water is perfect for easy to remove surface dirt or food from non-porous surface.

**Vive Outdoor Poly-wood tiles:** For oils or food rings/ marks we suggest using an over the counter mild degreaser, such as citrus degreaser. Spray, wipe clean then spray with Windex type surface cleaner & wipe with DRY cloth.

**For all cleaning products; be sure to follow the cleaning product instructions carefully**